B-2365
Baltimore Civic Center, (Baltimore Arena, 1st Mariner Arena)
Architectural Survey File
This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reversechronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National
Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation
such as photographs and maps.
Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site
architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at
the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft
versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a
thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research
project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment.
All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust.
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Architectural Description
1st Mariner Arena at 201 W. Baltimore Street consists of a multi-purpose sports/entertainment arena and a modern garage in
Baltimore City. The building and structure occupy nearly the entirety of a city block-sized parcel totaling 3.9 acres, forming a
rectangular plan oriented on a north-south axis; the arena occupies the northern area with the garage to the south. The block is
bounded by W. Baltimore Street to the north, Hopkins Place to the east, W. Lombard Street to the south, and S. Howard Street to
the west.
Most of the arena is a tall one-story, rectangular plan building constructed in 1961. It is an altered Googie-style building. The walls
are constructed of steel and concrete, with brick cladding at the lower section. Most of the metal panels on the walls above have
regularly spaced stainless steel features with vertical and narrow projecting triangular shapes. The flat roof, consisting of twelve
horizontal, pleated polygonal structures, each identical in shape and material, that form a saw tooth roof configuration, house the
building's systems. The shape of each horizontal piece forms a triangular peak at each end, giving the appearance from the streetview of repeating pyramidal shapes along the roofline. The tops of each polygon form are clad with standing seam metal roofing.
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^ ^ T h e north facing fagade is divided into eleven bays and contains a large amount of non-original materials to the exterior wall,
entrances, and windows. Each bay has a protruding canopy of steel and green-tinted glass, and a granite-clad base. The top of each
bay canopy has a glass panel angled downward and inward toward the building. The canopy at the east end is larger, and most of it
extends beyond the upper wall; it has two sets of steel-frame and glass bay doors below. Identical doors are also located at the
center of the facade. An inscription of "'1961" is embedded into concrete on the sidewalk in front of the center entrance. Four
billboard-sized, color-printed advertisement signs mounted on corrugated metal panels hang on the metal panel walls above the
canopies. A large metal and neon sign with the words "1st Mariner Arena" on top of a yellow-gold compass logo hangs on the east
bay of the facade. The northwest corner holds a stainless steel and glass, rectilinear vertical ornament near the roofline. Portions of
the stainless steel projecting features have been removed to accommodate more recent additions.
The west elevation faces S. Howard Street and is divided into thirteen bays that extend along the lower level, with the upper
concrete level cantilevering out over the sidewalk. The lower bays are alternately clad in brick and fixed multi-light stainless steel
sash windows with mostly four solid steel doors below. The wider northernmost bay, however, has four sets of stainless steel and
glass double doors. Sets of original four recessed round light fixtures underneath the overhang illuminate the sidewalk below. In
addition, more modern round light fixtures are mounted on the wall. Back-lit steel framed advertisements hang on the southwest
corner of the upper section, facing south. The top panel has the name "Baltimore Arena," the arena's previous name.

•

The east elevation facing Hopkins Place is similar to the west elevation. It consists of fourteen bays that extend along the lower
level, with the upper level cantilevering out over the sidewalk; identical brick and metal cladding, doors, windows, and light
fixtures are used; however, the third bay from the south consists of administrative offices with vinyl and glass double doors located
underneath a round canvas awning. Adjacent within the same bay is a large garage door with roll-up metal doors, with fixed multilight stainless steel sash windows above both entrances. Within the fourth bay from the north, a pair of stainless steel and glass
double doors lead into the box office; this entrance is sheltered by an awning similar to the one for the offices. The three
northernmost bays have large protruding canopies of steel and green-tinted glass, each with a granite-clad base, similar to the one
at the east end of the fagade. Most of the canopy at the north end extends beyond the upper wall. Several stainless steel and glass
double doors are located below these canopies. Billboard-sized, color-printed advertisement signs mounted on corrugated metal
panels span the upper level of this elevation. Black metal framing with spotlights runs along the underside of the banners to
illuminate the signs. A large metal and neon sign advertising "1st Mariner Arena," similar in size and style to the sign located on
the north elevation, hangs on the upper portion of the north bay of the elevation. Like at the fagade, portions of the stainless steel
projecting features have been removed to accommodate more recent additions.
Built in 1986, a brick-clad parking facility for the arena is attached to the southern portion of the building. The entire structure
obscures most of the original south elevation of the arena. A narrow asphalt paved parking area is laocated to the east of the arena
and parking structure, as well as small landscaped median areas with grass, bushes and trees. Low metal railings were installed
adjacent to the east elevation. Vintage-inspired light standards have been installed near this elevation, creating a visual
juxtaposition with the taller urban renewal era light standards lining the street. At the north end, a small brick and concrete plaza
area houses a large concrete and steel structure with a raised cube-shaped pedestal consisting of steel beams painted white used for
advertising. Concrete stairs with steel rails wind from the street-level, up one story into the center of the structure. Four blue
painted steel beams hold the upper cube-shaped signage frame.
The Baltimore Light Rail's University Center/Baltimore Street station is located directly to the west of the arena, with the line
running north-south along S. Howard Street. Charles Center is located directly to the east of the building, and the Inner Harbor
attractions are to the southeast. Oriole Park at Camden Yards and the M&T Bank Stadium are situated to the southwest.
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^ ^ H i s t o r i c Context
The 1st Mariner Arena was constructed in 1961 and officially opened to the public in 1962 as the Baltimore Civic Center. The
building was part of urban renewal efforts in downtown Baltimore that started in the 1950s. The site, however, has a history that
goes back to the eighteenth century when the Henry Fite House (built in 1770), known as "'Old Congress Hall," stood near the
northeast corner of the current property. The Second Continental Congress met from 1776-77 at this former tavern. The building
was destroyed in the Great Baltimore Fire in 1904. During the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century, this area
developed as a light industrial area with loft buildings and commercial storefronts on the current parcel.
By the 1950s, however, Baltimore's downtown and Inner Harbor waterfront areas were in decline. This post-World War II trend
was also seen in many other American cities, as commerce and residents were moving out of the city centers and into surrounding
suburban areas with their own housing, shopping centers, and theaters. Cities began to adopt urban renewal as a tool to revitalize
the dying downtown areas. In Baltimore, the Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC) was organized on January 5, 1955, by 86
business and civic leaders as an action committee to help bring businesses and people back into the city. Other notable aspects of
Baltimore's urban renewal efforts were the 33 acre business complex called Charles Center developed from 1958 to 1965, and
Inner Harbor redevelopment in the 1970s and 1980s.
The Baltimore Civic Center was the first completed project of the downtown revitalization. This large civic center was planned to
house cultural events, conventions, exhibitions, and indoor sports. Discussions about creating a civic center began as early as the
years after the Great Baltimore Fire in 1904, and plans were drawn up in 1909 and 1923, but did not come to fruition until the
current civic center building was constructed. The GBC formed a civic center subcommittee in 1955 to determine public support
for the idea of such a building. Initially the project was meant to be privately funded like the Charles Center to the east, but
ultimately this became a municipal venture built through state funding. The Civic Center Commission was formed by 1956, headed
by chairman Charles P. McCormick. Among other responsibilities, the commission was tasked with selecting a site for the civic
center. The current location, selected on June 4, 1958, was the final choice out of nine proposed places that included Druid Hill
Park, Mount Royal Station, Federal Hill, Bayview, and Fort Carroll.
^ P The Baltimore Civic Center was designed by Arthur Gould Odell. Jr. (1913-1988). a well-regarded architect who attended Cornell
University and completed his graduate studies at the L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. He apprenticed with Harrison & Fouihoux,
the architects of Rockefeller Center in New York City. Odell would successfully design his own buildings and make a name for
himself, particularly in the southern states, where his works included the Burlington Industries Corporation headquarters in
Greensboro, North Carolina, and North Carolina Blue Cross and Blue Shield Building in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Odell also
designed the Charlotte Coliseum (dedicated 1955) in Charlotte, North Carolina. At the time, it was considered the largest
unsupported steel dome in the world. The Hampton Coliseum (1968-70) in Hampton, Virginia, also has a round plan, with
repeated pleated pattern around it, reminiscent of the Baltimore Civic Center roof. Both buildings still stand. Odell's firm won
more than 75 design awards, and Odell was designated as a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects (A.I. A.) in 1955, and
was the president of the national organization from 1964-65.
The builder hired was Baltimore Contractors, Inc. During construction in 1961, a vault placed in a cornerstone, included messages
from United States President John F. Kennedy, Governor of Maryland J. Millard Tawes, and Baltimore City Mayor J. Harold
Grady. The building was completed as a city-owned multi-purpose arena for a cost of $14,000,000. According to The Baltimore
Sun in 1962, the 245-foot-wide roof was one of the longest column-free spans on the east coast at the time. The building had
10,000 permanent theater seats, with space for an additional 3,000 seats on the arena floor. The large stage had an 80-foot
proscenium more than 50 feet deep, and the arena had a built-in ice rink. The building was also constructed with an area for trade
shows and exhibitions with 160.000 square feet of display space; there were also 16 dressing rooms and 44 meeting spaces.
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Benjamin C. Moore was hired as the executive director for the civic center; his previous experience included managing similar
venues in Syracuse, Spokane, Denver, and St. Louis.
From the 1950s to 1970s throughout the United States, venues similar in design and function to 1st Mariner Arena were
constructed to facilitate a growing industry of sports and entertainment in large metropolitan areas. These buildings were built to
function as multi-purpose facilities that could contain a crowd of people in excess of 20,000. Most had typical construction of
concrete and steel, with either a flat roof, or a dome. Notable arenas of this era include: Astrodome in Houston, Texas, constructed
1965; Madison Square Garden, New York City, New York, constructed 1968; and the Superdome in New Orleans, Louisiana,
constructed 1972.
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the Baltimore Civic Center successfully hosted a variety of events ranging from sports to
entertainment. Among notable entertainment events were performances by the Beatles in 1964 during their first American tour, the
Grateful Dead on September 17, 1972 (which was recorded and released as a record album), and Led Zeppelin which filmed
performances and released them in a concert film. A variety of sports events, including boxing matches, tennis matches and
basketball games have been held in the arena. The Civic Center was the home-court for the Baltimore Bullets (NBA) basketball
team from 1963 until 1973, and hosted the NBA All-Star game in 1969. The Baltimore Clippers (AHL/SHL) ice hockey team
called the civic center home from 1962 to 1977. The Ice Capades and Ice Follies also made use of the built-in ice rink, and the
venue is large enough to continue hosting the Ringling Brothers Circus.
The building also played a part during the African-American Civil Rights Movement. The noted civil rights leader Martin Luther
King, Jr. gave two speeches in the building, including one on December 20, 1963, during the Baltimore Freedom Rally before an
audience of more than 8,000 people. On April 22, 1966, he spoke before Methodist clergy, giving a speech entitled "Race and the
Church." King also visited Baltimore at other times, including a 1964 visit when he came as part of a multi-city campaign to
encourage African-Americans to vote in the elections. After King's assassination on April 4, 1968, riots broke out in more than
110 cities across the United States, including in Baltimore, where civil unrest began on April 6. During that time, the civic center
was used to house 800 overflow prisoners from the city jail.

^ P The civic center underwent a renovation in the 1980s as part of a redevelopment project associated with the Inner Harbor's
renaissance. The build facade was altered, and the exhibition hall at the southern end was demolished; a parking structure was built
in place of the hall. The building reopened to the public as the Baltimore Arena in 1986. In 2003, the naming rights to the center
were sold to 1st Mariner Bank, changing the name to '"1st Mariner Arena." The vault in the cornerstone was opened in 2006, 45
years after the building was constructed.
Today, the arena continues to be used for its original purpose, although it is now owned and operated by Spectator Management
Group (SMG), a Philadelphia-based private facility management company. The building has retained much of its original form and
construction material, most notably the exposed concrete walls clad with metal panels and vertical stainless steel projecting
features, brick walls and fenestration pattern on the lower walls, and pleated polygon shapes on the roof. The vertical stainless steel
features and pleated features on the roof contribute to the building's Googie style. Before dramatic alterations were made to the
front portion in the mid-1980s, the building had other character-defining features of this style, most notably two asymmetrically
placed projecting rectangular forms at the facade. The one at street level on the east end has been obscured by modern canopies;
the other located higher up at the west end (which had some decorative elements on its fascia) has been removed entirely. There
were formerly three flagpoles with square planter bases located in front of the facade. The exhibition hall at the southern end of the
building was also torn down in the 1980s.
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^ ^ 1st Mariner Arena at 201 W. Baltimore Street in Baltimore City was evaluated for significance under National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) Criteria A, B, and C, using the guidelines set forth in the National Register Bulletin "How to Apply the National
Register Criteria for Evaluation."
The Baltimore Civic Center was completed in 1962 as part of an urban renewal program for downtown Baltimore that started in
the mid-1950s. It was built as a multi-purpose facility, and was host to entertainment and sports events, as well as exhibitions.
Baltimore's ice hockey and basketball teams called it home in the 1960s and 1970s. The convention center has generally been a
success and was the first completed urban renewal venture to bring business back into the downtown area, a movement later
continued by the Charles Center and Inner Harbor attractions. However, this association with this historic context is not significant,
and the building's appearance has changed since it was originally constructed. The building has played small roles during the
modern American Civil Rights Movement, most notably when Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke at the civic center as part of the
Baltimore Freedom Rally. Dr. King spoke and carried his messages at a large number of locations, some events particularly iconic
and important. This particular speech and his other one given in front of a group of clergy are not especially significant; therefore,
the civic center is not associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of history, and it is not
eligible under Criterion A.
Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke at least twice at the Baltimore Civic Center on behalf of the Civil Rights Movement. King was an
important leader of the modern American Civil Rights Movement and is therefore a significant person within a national historic
context. However, for a property to be eligible, it would need to be among the ones to best represent the person's historic
contributions. The Baltimore Civic Center is simply one of countless properties throughout the United States where Dr. King
spread the civil rights message. Therefore, the property does not have enough of an association with the life of a person significant
in the past to be eligible under Criterion B.

•

The Baltimore Civic Center was constructed in 1961 in the Googie style. Its most distinctive remaining characteristic defining
features are its overall rectangular shape and form, the polygon shaped forms on the roof, and exposed concrete construction clad
with metal panels and vertical stainless steel projecting features; however, the building has been altered at its front section,
obliterating some original Googie style character-defining features. In addition, the exhibition hall at the southern (rear) end was
torn down. The building was considered to have one of the longest column free spans on the east coast at the time; this technology,
however, was no longer new, illustrated by the Charlotte Coliseum which had a span as wide as its dome by 1955. Therefore, this
property does not contain enough distinctive characteristics to be considered a true representative of a particular type, period, or
method of construction. The building is the work of a recognized master, Arthur G. Odell. He was a Fellow of the A.I. A. and also
a national president of the organization. In addition to the evaluated building, he built other arena buildings, namely the dome
shaped Hampton Coliseum and Charlotte Arena. The evaluated building, however, cannot be considered one of his distinctive
works, and has been altered. The civic center also does not possess high artistic value. Therefore, the civic center is not eligible
under Criterion C.
The property was not evaluated under Criterion D as part of this assessment. The 1st Mariner Arena is not eligible for listing in the
NRHP.
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defined by a series of triangular crenulated projections extending above the roof.
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an effective foil in tne vistas set up by the aore recently constructed buildings in and arour.i Charles Center.
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The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA,
19 74 Supplement.
The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringement of individual property rights.
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Maryland Historical Trust
The Shaw House, 21 State Circle
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
(301) 267-1438
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The Baltimore Civic Center
201 West Baltimore Street
Block 0644 Lot 001
Baltimore City
Baltimore East Quad.

